Privacy notice

NOTICE pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 196/2003 and subsequent modifications
Conform to Paragragh 13, Please note that the data you provide will be freely used for commercial purposes related to or useful for
KONG SpA namely, by way of example but not limited to requirements relating to the establishment and implementation of a business
relationship / promotional and bonds and / or activities connected with it. In particular, your data may be used by KONG SpA for the
advertising and marketing (sales and technical information, market research, sending promotional material, direct sales). Information
will be handled on a manual or computerized appropriately in order to ensure security and confidentiality in accordance with the
aforementioned law. The data may be performed by individuals or legal entities for and / or in the interests of KONG SpA, activities
connected with, or are instrumental to support those of our company (logistics, transportation, information systems management,
management activities promotions, etc..) and the administrative authorities for the fulfillment of the law. For the mentioned purpose,
your data will be sent to suppliers, consultants and companies or individuals who cooperate in the activity of KONG SpA holder of such
treatment. At any time you may contact KONG SpA, Via XXV Aprile 4, 23804 Monte Marenzo (LC) tel. 0341/630506 for the exercise of
rights guaranteed by article. 7 law. 196/03 and in particular for the cancellation, updating, rectification, integration of personal data that
concerns you.
If you don't want to receive anymore our emails please kindly answer with subject: REMOVE
I acceptI do not accept

CARABINERS / CONNECTORS
OVALONE DNA TWISTLOCK ANSI
NEW
TWISTED BODY
Special “helical-shaped” connector with a twisted carbon
steel body and circular bar, a must-have when an “offset” load
is required.
It permits 90° rotation of any connected device (descenders,
rope clamps, fall arresters, etc.), optimizing the operating
alignment.
Available with Auto Block (3 movements) and Twist Lock (2
movements) sleeve, conform to CE or ANSI standards.
High quality product, made in Italy!

Recommended for
Sport: Activities
Adventure parks

Professional: Work activities
Scaffolding and trestels, Metal structures, Rope Access, Confined
spaces, Treeclimbing/arboriculture, Cableway evacuation, Sailboats,
Roof and inclined planes
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414110ZTZKK ANSI/ASSE Z359.12 Carbon steel Keylock Black/Polish
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